1 Philipps-Universität Marburg, Germany and 2 Universidad Autónoma Puebla, Mexico Motivation Problem Technologically interesting quasi 1d systems like nanowires and graphene stripes are experimentally hard to access (nm-scale and low temperature).
Solution → Use correspondence between electron wave and microwave transport properties.
Advantages
• Mode resolved measurement possible
• Investigation of arbitrary types of disorder
Focus here
• Correlations in disorder on lattices can suppress or enhance transport.
• Transport depends on the Fourier transformation of correlation function C(n) of the disorder: • Inverse localization length l −1 is proportional to W (2γ).
• Correlations are imposed by structural disorder, but can be introduced via compositional disorder or even cross correlations of both.
Compositional Disorder
• 2 moveable antennas
• Scatterers here: brass bars • Absorbers at both ends mimic an infinite system.
Wave propagates as sine wave through channel. Waves are discrete in y-direction. k is given as
Antennas measure at several positions y1, y2:
Via Fourier transform one can extract Snm, i.e., transport from mode m to mode n. Quantity of interest is total transport to mode n:
Example First mode starts to propagate at λ = 2d: Snm is nearly diagonal. Highest conducting mode always has the strongest contribution to the total transport. Off diagonal elements contribute less than 5%.
Transmission intensity Tn (blue) related to Green's function (red) for 1d channel: Band structure example for 3rd (blue) and 4th mode (yellow).
• Clear band structure which is the same for all modes.
• Vertical lines indicate band edges.
• Description in terms of an effective bilayer model.
• Use band edges to determine the free parameters (n a/b , α) from the dispersion relation:
a: spacing between bars, a = 40 mm b: width of the bars, b = 8 mm na: effective n for spacing between bars nb: effective n for width of bars α: effective impedance ratio • Experiment with compositional disorder yields similar results.
• Upcoming experiment: disorder with cross correlation between compositional and structural disorder
